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11.15 – 12.15

UWE Bristol, Hayley Iovannelli

Employability and Careers support for
International students
Find out what opportunities are available to
International students and how to put your
learning into practice.

12.30 – 13.30

ESCP Europe, Nicolas Martin

Bachelor in Management (BSc) at ESCP Europe
ESCP Europe is the world’s first business school
(est. 1819). Having six urban campuses allows
ESCP Europe to provide a unique style of crosscultural business education and a global
perspective on international management issues.
Its Bachelor in Management (BSc) is a unique
interdisciplinary three-year programme that
combines management subjects with liberal arts
and languages in three different cities (Berlin,
London, Madrid, Paris, Turin).

13.45 – 14.45

University of Roehampton,
Keyan Zhu

Studying at University of Roehampton
London’s only parkland campus university, with
first-rate academic, sporting and leisure facilities.
A modern university but with a distinctive
collegiate history dating back to 1841, creating a
strong sense of community on campus. Please
join me to find out more about University of
Roehampton.

15.00 – 16.00

SOAS University of London, Matt
Naylor

Introducing SOAS
SOAS University of London is the only UK
university specialising in the study of Asia, Africa
and the Middle East. Centrally located in
Bloomsbury moments from the British Museum,
SOAS has on-site one of the UK's five National
Research Libraries. This session will explore the
regional specialism and interdisciplinary approach
at SOAS in general, before moving on to consider
it in relation to undergraduate and postgraduate
courses in Economics, International Relations,
Law and Management.

16.15 – 17.15

University of East Anglia, Jessica
Smith

How to choose a UK university and life at UEA
This talk promises the inside story on what it is
like to live in Norwich and study at one of the UK’s
top 15 universities, The University of East Anglia.
Unsure about which UK university to choose? We
can help you decide with this interesting session

